Experiments on functional role of peripheral input to motor cortex during voluntary movements in the monkey.
The functional role of sensory input to the motor cortex was studied by interrupting two major input pathways. One was the dorsal column, which sends the input directly through the thalamus to the motor cortex, and the other was the sensory cortex, which transfers its input through association fibers. Removal of the sensory cortex produced very little motor disturbances and the function recovered within a week. Section of the dorsal column produced some motor deficit, but the deficit was not severe and the animals recovered nearly completely within 2 wk. Combination of dorsal column section and sensory cortex removal produced severe motor deficits. These consisted of loss of orientation within extrapersonal space and loss of dexterity of individual fingers. These deficits never recovered within the duration of observation, which lasted 4-5 wk. It is concluded that the direct sensory input from the thalamus plays an important role in the control of voluntary movements, but loss of its function can be compensated by the input from the sensory cortex. The possible neuronal basis for the observed motor deficits is discussed and it is proposed that the sensory input functions by selectively changing the excitability of cortical efferent zones before and during the execution of voluntary movements. Recovery of motor function following dorsal column section occurred in parallel with the recovery of sensory input to the motor cortex. The recovered function and sensory input disappeared again following section of the association fibers from the sensory cortex. Neuronal mechanism for this observation is also discussed.